
NOMENCLATURE

— averaging operation with respect to x!x"

— probability density function for a continuous vari-p!x"
able x or probability distribution for a discrete vari-

able x

— conditional probability density function for x givenp!x |M"
that an event M has taken place

— conditional expectation with respect to x given that!x |M"

an event M has taken place

— Kronecker’s delta!nm

1. INTRODUCTION

The probability distribution of a specific signal in an ac-

tual sound environment can take various forms, not necessar-

ily characterised by a standard Gaussian distribution. This is

due to the diverse nature of factors affecting the properties of

the signal. Therefore, it is necessary, for the estimation of the

evaluation quantities such as , and the peak value ofLx,Leq
the signal, to consider the lower order statistical properties of

the signal such as mean and variance as well as the higher or-

der statistics associated with non-Gaussian properties.

On the other hand, the actual observed data often contain

fuzziness due to confidence limitations in sensing devices,

permissible errors in the experimental data, and quantisation

errors in digital observations. For reasons of simplicity, many

previously proposed estimation methods have not considered

fuzziness in the observed data under the restriction of Gaus-

sian type fluctuations.1-3 Although several state estimation

methods for a stochastic environmental system with non-

Gaussian fluctuations have previously been proposed,4,5 the

fuzziness contained in the observed data has not been consid-

ered in these studies. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a

method that is flexible and is applicable to ill-conditioned

fuzzy observations.

In this paper, a new estimation theory is proposed for a

signal based on fuzzy observations with non-Gaussian prop-

erties, from both static and dynamic viewpoints. A static

method for the estimation of the probability density function

of the signal is proposed first using fuzzy probability.6 A dy-

namical state estimation method, that is flexible and applica-

ble to fuzzy observations, is then obtained for a signal cor-

rupted by additional noise (i.e., background noise) of non-

Gaussian type. Finally, the validity and effectiveness of the

proposed method are confirmed experimentally with actual

road traffic noise data.

2. STATIC STATE ESTIMATION METHOD BASED ON

FUZZY OBSERVATIONS

Consider a sound environment system with an arbitrary

distribution of non-Gaussian type. Using the statistical Her-

mite expansion,7,8 the probability density function of a spe-

cific signal X in the sound pressure level can be expressed as
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where  is the Hermite polynomial of n-th order.9Hn!x"
The observed data in the actual sound environment often

contain fuzziness due to several factors such as limitations in

the measuring instruments, permissible error tolerances in the

measurement, and quantisation errors in digitising the ob-

served data. Let the observed data comprising fuzzy observa-
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In the measurement of actual sound environments, the observed data exhibit various probability distribution
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proposed on the basis of these fuzzy observations, from both the static and dynamic viewpoints. The validity and

effectiveness of the proposed method are confirmed experimentally in the evaluation of road traffic noise.
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